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/The temporal events and injury forces and energies following impact of

the helmeted and unhelmeted human have not been fully described. To further

advance our understanding in this area, a lumped parameter model with one-

dimensional motion along the spinal axis has been developed. The muscles and

ligaments and overlying tissue are assumed to offer negligible resistance in

compression and the skull stiffness is neglected. Torso mass is reduced ap-

propriately to account for the angle of impact of the person with another

human or fixed object.

The lumped parameter model with springs and viscous elements represent-

ing the neck, helmet, arid contact surface is givenArig. la). The forces,

energies, and deflection values of the various components are derived frOm

equations previously reported.1 Temporal displacement of the torso, head,

and helmet are shown in Fig lb. Figures 2 and 3 show the neck compression,

helmet compression, head acceleration, and neck force as functions of time

for the parameter values indicated in Fig. la. These parameter values for the

model were chosen as typical values obtained from experiments and previously
1,2,3

reported football helmet and neck studies.

All values increase with the person's velocity and weight. The neck
force and energy increase with KN, CN, KHE CE, and K .5 The peak neck com-

pression, neck force, and energy and head acceleration are reduced by the
LJ

J helmet. Initially, the greatest energy resides in the torso, the head, and
L. the helmet. With increasing time, these values decrease while the enercr. is

S transferred to the contact spring, the helmet spring, and viscous element,

and the neck spring and viscous element. The peak neck force for the exam-
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rle chosen occurs between 15 and 20 milliseconds (Ms) with a corresponding neck

compression of approximately 2.5 cm and a helmet com.ression of approximately

3 cm. it is recognized that greater forces would be transferred to the neck-

if the helmet bottor.s out. Furthernore, as the model continues in time, the

helmet rebounds and reverses its direction at a~proxi.nately 67 milliseconds

(ns), the head at apprcximately 80 ms and the torso at approximately 83 ms

for the helrceted cases. The peak head acceleration occurs Prior to maximum

enerycv transfer to the contact sprinc, helmet and neck. This model corrobo-

razes previous studies which suggest that contact velocities of approximately
1,4

5 meters =.er second can produce cervical injuries. This model is anpro-

prrate: for motcrcycle, sports, and industrial -el-.ets. However, the suitable

--met paraneters .ust be used.
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Figure 1a: Lumrped parameter model where "'!T = mass of thorax (ks), C14

damping coefficient of neck (Ns/cm), K%, = stiffness coefficient

of neck (N/cm), jD - mass head (kg), CIIE -daping coefficient

of helmet, K E = stiffness coefficient of he!tiet, IiI E = mass of

helmet, XC 
= stiffness cocfficient of contact surface, F(t) =

external applie'd force to helmet, XT 
= Torso displacement, XIL-

Head displacement, XHE = helmet displacement. Except where

indicated, the values used in the ,nolel (Fig. 47-53) arc T = 23

Kg, CNq = 18 Ns/cm, KiN = 875 N/c, 'I i) - 4.5 Kz, CHE 18 Ns/cri,
KHE = 875 N/cm, iHRE 2= 0.71"g, KC 1750 N/cm, initial velocity

CVMo)) = 6 m/s, 11 Newtons, s = seconds, m = meters, cm

centimeters.
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Figure 1b: Disp lacement of. torso (X T ) , head (X'Iid ) , and helret (X HE ) a S a

function of time using the parameters listea in Figure la.
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